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Large Munsterlander Club 
CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 
Sunday 17th July 2016 

 
Judges Report 

 
Judge: Helen Evans (Tarkanya) 

 
Thank you to the Large Munsterlander Club for inviting me to judge and to all the 
exhibitors who brought their lovely dogs for me to judge as I had a wonderful day. 

 
  

MPD (1) 1 & RBPIS. Weare’s Kamaze Revolution, lovely young puppy dog, good 
head and nice dark eye, squarely built with nice straight front, good depth and strong 
hindquarters, pleasing picture in profile and moved nice and freely. 
 
PD (0) 
 
JD (1) 1. Disney & Whiting’s Wonglepong Wills Faramir, gorgeous masculine head 
with melting expression, nice straight front, a good strong well-boned dog who was 
very well muscled and this showed in his movement. Shown in excellent coat. 
 
SYD (1) 1. Disney & Whiting’s Wonglepong Wills Faramir 
 
ND (2) 1. Lovelace’s Crumpsbrook Rather Dashing, a very noble elegant head with 
gentle expression, nice straight front, good depth and well-ribbed back, looked good 
in profile set up, striking markings and a nice free mover. 2. Davis-Greens Jaudas Ink 
Spot, a finer dog all through but very pleasing colour, needs time to mature, very 
sound and well muscled, moved well. 
 
GD (1) Davis-Green’s Crumpsbrook Mispel, another nice noble aristocratic head, 
very attractively marked dog who looked good on the move. 
 
PGD (2) 1. & RCC Tordoff’s Crumpsbrook Rather Gallant, liked him as a puppy and 
he has grown into a very fine young man so full of type, melting head and 
expression, really stunning in profile, nice and square and well made throughout. 
Moved perfectly in all directions. 2. Lane’s Ilko vom Florbach (Imp Deu), he has 
matured a lot and presents a lovely picture of a strong, fit and very sound dog. Really 
good depth of chest. He looked impressive standing and moved with a lovely springy 
gait. 
 
LD (3) 1. Day’s Raycris Constantin at Alfriston, still love that nose and he has 
matured on into an impressive dog, excellent shoulders and upper arm and really 
good width of thigh giving nice strong hindquarters, nice square outline giving a 
balanced profile. Moved well with drive. 2. Dowden & Raggett’s Chontelle Summer 
Solstice, of different type but another lovely dog, good front and forechest, nice 
hindquarters, shown in excellent coat. Feeling the heat a bit on the move. 
3. Jenk’s Kalabach Lighting, looked very impressive standing, lovely head and gentle 
expression, nice and square in profile and stunning coat markings. Moved okay. 
 
OD (2) A couple of really good quality dogs, close decision, just preferred the outline 
of 1 on the move. 1. Macgregor’s SH CH Jaudas Fame & Glory, very pleasing profile 
on the move and looked the best stacked, a real picture. Well made throughout, a 
handsome boy. Excellent coat and markings. 2. O’Connell’s CH Raycris Quite the 
Charmer, has a lovely feel to him, strong and powerful, excellent bone, preferred his 
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head and he was impressive in profile but could not match the profile of 1 on the 
move. 
 
FTD (0) 
 
WTD (1) 1 & DCC, BIS and BVIS. Lloyd & Smith’s CH Paddockridge Rulander, I 
gave him the CC the last time I judged and think he has just got better so could not 
deny him the CC again today. Such a stunning looking munsterlander, so full of type. 
He has a really gorgeous handsome head with the kindest of eyes and expression 
and an amazing spongy nose. So pleasing and well balanced in profile, a very well 
made dog. Moved with drive with a lovely springy gait and shown in excellent coat 
and condition. 
 
VD (2) 1. Lloyd & Smith’s CH Paddockridge Rulander 
2. Day’s SH CH Raycris New Attraction at Alfriston, another quality dog, lovely typical 
head, well made and presented a nice square outline, moved well. 
 
MPB (0) 
 
PB (1) 1 & BPIS. Black’s Seahaven Limited Edition, real quality 10-month-old puppy 
bitch, she was very together for her age, beautiful head and lovely sweet expression, 
really good conformation, nice straight front and well-muscled hindquarters. She 
looked a picture in profile and moved very well too. I am sure she has a bright future.  
 
JB (2) 1. Ogle, Tordoff & Middleton’s Ursel Vom Ahler Esch, a beautifully marked 
bitch with my favourite colouring, pleasing head and nicely made overall, looked 
good in outline and moved okay. 2. Caile’s Kamaze Logis Spirit (AI), actually the 
better mover with a good gait but slightly narrow all through. Pleasing head, sweet 
expression and lovely dark eyes. 
 
SYB (0)  
  
NB (2) ) 1. Disney & Whiting’s Wonglepong Willows Sunbird, nicely made young lady 
who feels good to go over, good feminine head and gentle expression. She moved 
very well but was giving her handler a hard time. 2. Slamin’s Crumpsbrook Sommer 
Eiche, a finer bitch and more petite in frame but presents a nice picture in profile, 
very feminine head and sweet expression. Moved okay. 
 
GB (3) 1. Black’s Seahaven Limited Edition. 2. Kitchen’s Crumpsbrook Rather Regal 
von Elkemutt, another finer built young lady who looked good in profile and moved 
well with a pleasing springy gait. Very sweet head and expression. 3. Slamin’s 
Crumpsbrook Sommer Eiche,  
 
PGB (4) 1 . Suchett-Kaye’s Cazooska Pixie, won the class on her amazing powerful 
movement, she just effortlessly floated round the ring, a strong well-made girl, lovely 
neck and shoulders, good strong topline. 2. Robin’s Destanli Jedda’s Diamond, a real 
quality well-made young lady, beautiful head and nice straight front, moved well but 
could not match 1. 3. Kitchen’s Crumpsbrook Rather Regal von Elkemutt. 4. James’s 
Crumpsbrook Angelica 
 
LB (4) 1. Tordoff’s Raycris Quite Unique at Crumpsbrook, real quality young lady who 
looked very impressive in profile, very typy, good head and expression, well made 
with excellent depth, good strong hindquarters, moved well with drive. 
2. Gray & Uherkovichova’s Franorst Lady Pamela, another really good mover, nicely 
balanced in profile, very well-muscled young lady  
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3. Leeming’s Ashlowrick Ladies Day at Iscadu, the best of shoulders and upperarm, 
beautiful head with a melting expression and lovely dark eye. Maybe feeling the heat 
a bit today as her movement was sluggish and she seemed to be sagging a bit.  
 
OB (4) A lovely class with four quality bitches 1, BCC, BOS & RBIS. Patrick & 
Seamon’s Ashlowrick Amazing Grace JW, liked her before and just loved her today, 
such a very powerful, strong and sound young lady who still manages to maintain 
elegance and femininity, beautiful shape and balance with very good conformation 
overall and good straight front, very strong and well-muscled hindquarters with good 
angulation. Really superb movement, she just floated round the ring with a strong 
reaching springy gait.  
2. Robin’s Albadhu Talk To The Paw Dha Destanli, beautiful head and expression 
and she looked impressive in profile. Well made overall with nice neck, pleasing 
markings and she moved well.  
3. Black’s Seahaven Borrowed Heaven, very out of coat today but good head and 
nicely made, pleasing profile, moved okay. 
 
FTB (1) O’Connell’s Jaudas Heartbeat, longer cast young lady who looks like she 
could clear a fence easily, very noble and elegant head, very sound with strong 
hindquarters, lovely markings. Moved with drive. 
 
WTB (1) 1 & RBCC Ogle & Butler’s SH CH Raycris Freya, I gave her the CC last 
time I judged and was tempted again but my CC winner was just that little bit better 
today especially on the move, but my previous comments still apply. A really beautiful 
bitch of lovely make, shape and type, excellent depth and width, with good, well-
muscled hindquarters, has a lovely feel to her reflecting that she is very correct in 
every department. Looked good in profile and she moved very well. 
 
SBEB (2) 1. Black’s Seahaven Borrowed Heaven. 2. Caile’s Kamaze Logis Spirit 
(AI), 
 
VB (2) 1. Nickelson’s Blitzan Eternal Light, very pretty feminine girl who is not 
showing her age at all, sweet head and expression, lovely markings and very sound 
on the move. 2. Patrick & Seamon’s SH CH Ashlowrick Satin Flower JW, a real 
quality bitch who presented such a balanced picture in profile, lovely feminine head, 
excellent front assembly and nice strong hindquarters but, unfortunately, she was not 
sound on the move which prevented me from giving her higher honours. 
 
BRACE (2) 1. Disney & Whitings Wonglepong Wills Faramir and Wonglepong 
Willows Sunbird. 2. Black’s Seahaven Limited Edition and Seahaven Borrowed 
Heaven. 

  


